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UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI - ST. LOUIS 
WELDON SPRING: The 8,000 acre tract of unJverslty land near Weldon Spring, 25 mUes west of St. 
Louis, may be used as the site for a four·faceted education center [map by Joseph SpringU]. 
APO raises charge on books 
Mary Bagley 
The Alpha Phi Omega Book-
pool has increased its surcharge 
on books from eight to ten per 
cent in order to meet rising 
costs. 
According to Marty BaU, APO 
president, the book pool has been 
losing money during the last few 
semesters. To keep the book-
pool open an increase was 
necessary. 
Ball estimated less than a 
thousand people brought books 
to sel1 and about a thousand 
people purchased books. 
Since APO records are con-
fidential, BaU would not disclose 
the exact amount made, but said 
the turnout was lower than 
January 1977. He attributes this 
low turnout to snow problems. 
"The snow kept people from 
getting in, so we extended the 
bookpool an extra day," said 
Ball. "How much (we) lost is an 
estimate. Loss is related to the 
amount of books coming in and 
the amount of business that we 
do. The turn out in January is 
always bigger than in the faU. :' 
The bookpool was formed the 
first year APO was chartered at 
UMSL. According to Bal1, the 
bookpool al10ws students to sel1 
books for 50-75 per cent of the 
original price. It also al10ws 
them to buy used books .at more 
reasonable prices than at the 
bookstore. 
Traditionally, the bookpool 
opens a week before each 
semester al10wing students to 
bring books to sell. Through the 
first week of school, the books 
are sold and returns (unsold 
books or money) · are made 
during the second week. Jan. 
20 was the last day for bookpool 
sales this semester. 
APO divides the ten per cent 
surcharge three ways. Four per 
cent goes to the government as 
sales tax, two per cent to APO's 
scholarship fund and four per 
cent as profit. 
APO's scholarship is applied 
for through the Financial Aid 
Office. Basically, it is a short-
term loan to help students pay 
for books. 
"As far as profit goes, we 
reaUy do not make a profit as 
such. Our costs are designed to 
meet operating expenses and not 
much more," said Ball. 
"We are hoping this increase 
will keep us out of the hole. The 
ten per cent increase is more or 
less experimental and we do not 
plan to increase it any further. 
Whether ten per cent is going to 
make ends meet, I am real1y not 
sure yet. But as for future 
bookpools, I think things will 
stay together," said Bal1. 
EVENING COLLEGE COUNCIL sponsors Koffee K10tch Monday and Tuesday evenings. Free coffee 
and cookies are a major attraction [photo by Jeane Vogel.FranzI]. 
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Land use group 
conducts hearing 
Earl Swift 
The Weldon Spring land-use committee held 'an open hearing to 
obtain public feedback on its proposal to establish a four-faceted 
educational facility on the property, February 14. , 
Representatives from several St. Louis organizations were among 
those who questioned the committee on its proposal. 
The proposal calls for the institution of a cultural environmental 
center, an animal behavior center, an ecological research center 
and a youth agency traming center. 
"Uike the ideas that have been expressed about the youth 
education programs," said David Bedan, a representative from the 
Coalition for the Environment. "But all of your proposals are 
facilities-oriented. One of our major concerns since the beginning 
has been the land management of the property. " 
"What I hope will not happen," said Bedan, "is that the bulk of 
the tract be used for closed research. On the other hand, I hope the 
university will not leave the land open for commercial timber 
operations and commercial grazing operations." 
Ardath Emmons, the University of Missouri 's vice-president for 
research and chairperson of the land-use committee, said that the 
area was best suited for the types of programs outlined in the 
proposal, but that until a biological assessment of the land is made, 
the committee could not commit any portions of the property for 
particular functions. 
.tlO performed In concert on campus Feb. 14. The three 
played compositions by Mozart, Jacob and UbI. Dr. Warren Bellis Is 
shown playing the clarinet [photo by Jeane Vogel.FranzI]. 
Apathy may prevent 
evening college dance 
Bev Pfeifer Harms 
Lack of enthusiasm, support 
and interest may force Evening 
Council Col1ege to abandon their 
traditional Annual Spring Dance. 
According to ECC President 
Barbara Westermeyer, "If we 
don't get any enthusiasm from 
the students, we probably won't 
have it this year. We expect to 
have a meeting to 'decide about 
the dance soon. We should 
have a definite decision by 
March." 
Turnout at the dance, usuaJly 
in April, has been fairly good in 
recent years. Last year, the 
dance was held on a religious 
day and turnout was much 
lower. 
This year. interest seems to 
have dropped. 
Low turnout has also been 
noted in the ECC meetings. 
While there are eight elected 
members to Council, only four or 
five attend regularly, stated 
Westermeyer. 
"Our problem seems to be 
that most people have a class 
when we have our scheduled 
meetings," she said. Those in 
attendance must make the deci-
sions and inform absent mem-
bers at a later date. 
Turnout has generally been a 
problem for ECC. In the past 
few years though, Westermeyer 
said there were relatively few 
class 'conflicts for ECC members 
, and attendance was unusally 
, high. 
The evening newspaper, 
"Evening Tide," was not pub-
lished last semester. because of 
a lack of student interest in 
working on it. Westermeyer 
said, however it may be revived 
this semester since one evening 
student expressed an interest. 
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UMSL aids pre-law students 
Diane Schmidt 
This is the first of several 
articles focusing on preprofes-
sional programs, both formal 
and informal, offered by various 
departments at UMSL. 
The pre-law program is offer-
ed at UMSL through the political 
science department . Although it 
is not a formal program, the 
department offers a variety of 
public law courses and sponsors 
a pre-law advisor, Harry Mell-
man, to aid those students who 
are considering law school after 
graduation. 
Mellman, who teaches in the 
department, is the campus "ex-
pert" on law school and on the 
Law School Admission Test 
(LSAT) preparation 
He has information on many 
things including various law 
schools, a sample LSAT, LSAT 
applications and books on how to 
prepare for law school. 
Mellman advises students who 
are considering law school to 
consult him as soon as possible 
for information concerning law 
school requirements. He be-
lieves he has helped many stu-
dents, from freshman to seniors, 
who have " gotten themselves 
into trouble" with grades or in 
fulfLIling requirements. 
Since competition for law 
school admission is stiff, Mell-
man advises students to keep as 
high a grade point average as 
possible. For most law schools, 
there are five to ten applications 
for every position available . The 
purpose for the high GPA is to 
allow for slippage on the LSAT. 
Although there is no minimum 
grade or LSAT score, the com-
bination of these two is the 
deciding factor for admission. 
Mellman recommends taking 
the LSAT the summer before the 
student's senior year . He feels 
this is the time when students 
have fewest pressures and can 
be more relaxed while taking the 
test. Mellman also feels it is 
important for students to prac-
tice taking the test beforehand. 
Mellman will offer ' such a test 
sometime in April. 
Although the chances of any 
questions being the same are 
slim , Mellman says it's im-
portant to get used to taking 
that type of exam. He says 
practice prevents the "choking 
process" caused by fear and 
anxiety over taking the exami-
nation. 
Neither the LSAT courses 
offered around town nor extra-
curricular activities will help the 
student in law school, says Mell-
man. He feels the LSAT courses 
are a waste of time, and the 
student should simply concen-
trate on his / her weaknesses , 
especially in reading and writing 
and continue to practice . 
Most students really never 
know if the course helped them 
or if they would have made the 
same score without the course, 
according to Mellman. 
As far as extra-curricular 
activities such as clubs, frater-
nities, sororities and student 
government, he believes these 
will not help the student get into 
law school. 
The student's main concern 
should be grades and pre-
paration, anything else doesn't 
mean a thing . 
UMSL has had very good 
results in placing graduates into 
law schools. Since 1975, over 
100 graduates have been sent to 
such top universities and col-
leges as Harvard, University of 
Chicago, University of Michigan, 
New York University and others. 
According to Mellman, most are · 
doing very well and have little 
trouble competing with other 
students. Most students have 
passed the bar exams with ease, 
even those who had gone to less 
prestigious colleges. 
Mellman's office is located in 
room 413 Tower. Interested 
students can contact him at 
(453)-5521. 
THE SCALES: Scores on the grading scale help determine whether 
or not pre-law students make It Into law school. UMSL offers several 
pre-professional programs, pre-law among them [graphic by Steve 
Fllnchpaugh ]. 
New assistant dean sought 
Mary Bagley 
The Student Affairs office has 
been without an assistant dean 
for about five months. Several 
people are being considered for 
the position, but a decision has 
not yet been reached, according 
to Conney Kim bo, dean of 
Student Affairs . 
Dennis Donham annol-nced 
his resignation as assistant dean 
last September, and the office 
has been vacant since. Donham 
left his position at UMSL to 
become vice-president of student 
affairs at the University of 
Maine at Presque Isle. 
Janet Sanders, assistant pro-
fessor of speech, was selected to 
be Donham's interim replace-
ment until a suitable, permanent 
replacement was found . 
The Search Committee for 
assistant dean was appointed by 
Kimbo in November. The 
seven-member committee con-
ducted a nation-wide search and 
recommended eight people who 
they felt were best qualified for 
the job, according to Richard 
Dunlap, chairman of the com-
mittee. 
Rep rese ntatives from the 
Se nate Committee of Student 
Affairs, Central Council and the 
[See Dean page 5] 
PREPARE FOR: 
Students may get tax cuts 
MCAT • OAT • LSAT • GMAT 
GRE • DCAT • VAT • SAT 
SPRING CLASSES 
STARTING SOON Some students may be eligible 
to deduct the cost of education 
on their 1977 income tax forms . 
According to the Internal Re-
venue Service, you can deduct 
the cost of ordinary education 
expenses if they are related to 
your current employment. 
A student may deduct educa-
tion costs providing the ex-
penses: (1) meet the express 
requirements of your employer, 
or the requirements of law or 
regulations , for keeping your 
salary, status or employment, or 
(2) maintain or improve skills 
requ ire d in pe rforming the 
duties of your present emplov-
ment, t rade or business . 
Th e education is required, 
however , to have a definite 
business purpose. 
Education expenses which 
may not be deducted incluge 
those needed to •• meet the 
minimum educational require-
ments for qualification in your 
employment, trade or business." 
Also included, is " part of a 
program of study that will lead 
to qualifying you in a new trade 
or business." 
THE . 
DANCING 
PLACE 
Monday 
Pitcher Night 
Tuesday 
Disco 
9 inch Pizza $1.00 
Wednesday 
Disco 
Drink-of-the-week 
Thursday 
Disco 
9 Inch pizza $1.00 
Friday 
Disco 
Saturday 
Disco 
No cover charge 
Educational expenses that 
may be deducted for eligible 
students include amounts spent 
for tuition, books, supplies , lab 
fees and certain travel and 
transportation costs. 
The expenses can be deducted 
as miscellaneous itemized de-
ductions or they may qualify as 
adjustments to income. 
For further information about 
such deductions contact the IRS 
at 342-1040 or request a copy of 
pUblication 508, "Tax Informa-
tion on Educational Expenses. " 
KCFM jtereo 9'{ Rddid St~hon 
qet1eral Man.CJI/r 
53Z De l!Ja/!vierrz. 
:Jr. LOUiS, MO {;311Z 
Flexible Programs" Hours 
tChere IS. differen~e!U 
.,~~" ~I TEST PREPARATION 
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938 
For Information Please Call : 
997-7791 
8:420 Delmar 
Suite 301 
foe locations in other cities CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223-f782 
&enters In Maior us Cities Toronto, Puerto Rico a.nd Lugano, Switzerland 
\\ the natural turn on" 
Sin cJJltIq J 
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JEANS BRA N D PLU S used as an educational facility to train experts for employment in the 
ft 
JACKm St. Louis area, and that the land be used for youth education. A 
2· 5 50°"- OFF S D proposal was also made to merge the property with the August A. VErn • /0 . Busch Wildlife Area, and to convert both properties into a state 
BIBS t · park. Suggested retail· pricesl I UMSL Chancellor Arnold B. Grobman, a member of the SKIRTS U· S committee, said the University did not want to develop the 
land . 
. CORDS de , 'What the Conservation Commission did with the Busch place 
SH IRTS 0 was that they bought the property and developed it," said Grobman. e U "It's a very beautiful area. In the meantime, most of the wildlife TOPS moved from Busch to the Weldon Spring property." n n The committee stressed that its proposal called for programs and SWEATERS Guys and GalS t centers best suited for the site. t The first facet of the proposal, a cultural environmental center, JUMPSUITS FAMOUS BRAND OUTLET . S might include archeological sites and trails, horticultural sites and a 
-=-. HOURS: DAILY 11 A.M.-6 .P.M. 781-4020 modern, operating farm. 
-- FRI. TILL 9 P.M. The animal behavior center would include a primate colony, an 
2619 Big Bend ~ Maplewood - % blk. North of Manchester area for the raising of endangered species for the St. Louis Zoo, and 
Take command of your future 
as an officer in .the U·S· Navy 
There aren't many men in this 
world who can quali.fy for command 
of a ship. Few positions of responsi-
bility are harder won ... earn more 
respect . . . and offer a greater sense 
of personal accomplishment. 
Think you've got that something 
special it takes to work. toward this 
kind of position ... and to master the 
rigorous training and discipline that 
will be required of you? 
If you can honestly answer "yes" 
to this question ... and can back up 
your "yes" with a good solid educa-
tional background ... and meet the 
other qualifications demanded of a 
Naval officer, then the Navy will give 
1.98ANDUP 
On Sale NOW! 
you every opportunity to work your 
way up to a position of command. 
There's no better time than now 
to find out jf this is the kind of future 
you're looking for. And if you're the 
kind of man the Navy is looking for. 
further information see your 
p!acement office, or call us 
collect at: (314)-268-2505 
University Bookstore, U~ Center 
Come Early For Best Selection! 
Limited Time · Umited 9uantity 
a study center for the observation of natural habitants. 
The ecological research center would consist of trails, a biological 
sciences study facility, a riverine study center, and an area for 
pollution and succession studies. . 
The youth agency training center would provide a training area for 
recreational trainers, a center for recreational design, and 
educational programs. 
All of the programs, said Emmons, were tied into environmental 
education. 
-News briefs----.......... 
Senate applications here 
Students interested in running for Student Senator on the 
1978-79 UMSL Senate should turn in their applications to the Dean 
of Student Affairs Office no later than March 1. 
Applications are available at the Information Desk. 
Lab opens fu.ll-time 
The Reading Lab, is now open full-time for services to day and 
evening students. 
The Lab, located in room 409 SSB, offers mini-courses in study 
skills and reading improvement. Tutorial assistance is also 
available. The Lab is equipped with instructional materials and 
media at the developmental and remedial reading levels. 
Janet Schnieders, who joined the Center for Academic Develop-
ment (CAD) staff in November, is full-time reading lab instructor 
and coordinator. She holds the B.A. degree in English from 
UMSL, and the M. Ed. degree in Secondary Reading from UMSL. 
Schnieders was formerly curriculum coordinator and instructor of 
English, oral communications and reading at Hickey School. 
Shirley Burnett was recently appointed Reading Lab instructor 
on a part-time basis to serve the Evening College students. She 
will teach mini-courses in study skills and reading and provide the 
same services for Evening College students that are offered for day 
students. • 
Burnett is a Reading Specialist with the St. Louis Board of 
education. In addition to teaching, she has conducted in-service 
workshops for training teachers in a pilot reading program. Burnett 
has also taught reading at Forest Park Community College. 
Referrals to the Reading Lab can be made from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. 
Monday through Thursday and from 8 a .m. to 5 p.m. on Friday. 
AFROTC reps here 
Air Force ROTC now has openings available for qualified 
students who will have at least a baccalaureate degree by 
September 30, 1980. The Air Force areas of pilot, navigator, 
missile operations and technical specialist are available on a 
competitive basis. Those with grade point averages of 2.50 or 
better may also compete for scholarships-covering tution, required 
fees and books. All those accepted in the final four semesters of 
the program are paid $100 each school month. .' 
An AFROTC cadet and Donald D. Marler, professor of aerospace 
studies, will be in the University Center lobby, February 21 from 8 
a.m. to noon, and February 22, from noon to 4 p.m. They will be 
available to discuss to discuss these opportunities and the 
associated contract commitments with interested students. 
Interested students may call 337-4500, ext. 230. 
Workshops discuss race 
UMSL will conduct two free one-day workshops Feb. 23 and 
25 which will explore the history and current status of 
desegregation policies in the United States. 
"Race Relations: Historical Roots and Present Realities" is 
designed as a follow-up workshop to UMSL's conference on the 
First and Second Reconstructions to be held on campus Feb. 15-17. 
The workshop is designed to ' bring local civic, religious and 
school personnel together with UMSL faculty to discuss today's 
race relations in education, employment, 'politics and housing in 
light of their historical roots. ' 
UMSL faculty involved in the workshop include Louis Gerteis, 
George Rawick and James L. Roark of the history department, and 
Melvin Oliver, a fellow of UMSL's Center for metropolitan Studies. 
The workshop will be offered on two days, Feb. 23 from 4:30 to 
9:30 p.m. and Feb. 25 from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. 
Registration for each workshop will be limited to 50 persons. 
The workshops, supported by a grant from the Missouri 
Committee for the Humanities, Inc., will be held in the J .C. 
Penney Building. The committee is the state-based arm of the 
National Endowment for the Humanities. 
For further information or to register contact Joe Williams of 
UMSL Continuing Education-E~tension at (453)-5961. 
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editorials 
Evening Council wastes funds 
The announcement by the Evening CoJIege 
Council (ECC) that it may not hold its annual 
spring dance underscores the apathy appar-
ent in that organization this year. 
Evening College Council was formed as an 
organization to represent the views and fight 
for the needs of evening students . As an 
organization it has fallen far short of those 
duties this year. 
The council has only itself to blame for the 
sad condition. 
Compared to other student organizations 
the council is well funded. It ranks behind 
the' Program Board and student government 
in money received from student fees . 
The money, a little over $5 ,300 is being 
wasted because it is not being used , Most of 
the council ' s projects have not materialized. 
The only project which has been carried 
out is the weekly Koffee Klotch . In light of 
the free coffee specials being offered in the 
cafeteria at night, the Klotch should perhaps 
be reevaluated . 
Other than the spring dance , the only other 
major council project is its "monthly" 
newsletter, " Evening Tide" . Not a single 
issue of the "Tide" has been produced thisw 
year. 
On issues of importance to evening 
students, such as limited evening hours at 
the library, the ECC has been conspicuously 
silent. 
Services and facilities taken for granted by 
day students are often unavailable at night, a 
problem which the ECC has not addressed 
itself to. 
An active Evening College Council could be 
an asset to all UMSL students. An apathetic 
council, on the other hand, is proving to be a 
hindrance. 
In funding for example, if the committee 
which allocates student funds had known that 
ECC would not use its share, it could have 
given the money to other groups. 
As of now, it is too late for any meaningful 
redistribution of money. At the end of the 
fiscal year all unused funds will be deposited 
ill-a central account, out of reach of regular 
budgeting allocations for next year. 
Elections for a new council will occur 
sometime in April. Hopefully, evening 
students will be more careful in electing 
representatives for next year. 
Of equal importance , the student affairs 
budget committee will soon begin delibera-
tions on funding of organizations for 1978-79. 
The committee should take into account the 
poor record of ECC and allocate funds to the 
groups accordingly. 
With the limited funds available the 
committee should take steps to insure that 
student money is spent wisely and not wasted 
in the manner ECC has done. 
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editorial II 
Students lose in increase 
A recent article in the Columbia school paper, the Maneater, says 
that the central University of Missouri administration is considering 
building regular student fee increases into the University budget. 
The rationale behind this automatic increase is that students 
should pay 20 per cent of the cost of education. 
On the surface a 20 per cent share for students does not seem 
unfair. However regular increases, regardless of cost is counter to 
one of the major goals of the university system. The goal of 
providing low cost education has been basic since the establishment 
of the university. 
Many students find scraping together enough money for tuition 
difficult even at the relatively low levels of "incidental fees" 
presently being charged. More and more students are being forced 
to seek financial aid of one type or another. 
Those who do not qualify for aid must make up the difference in 
part-time jobs. It is not uncommon at UMSL for a full-time student 
to work a part-time job in excess of 20 hours a week. 
Students should not be expected to carry such a heavy work load. 
Unfortunately to decision-makers both in the Missouri legislature 
and in the central university administration a $600 yearly " incidental 
fee" does not sound like a great deal of money. 
To a student, on the other hand, that same amount seems quite 
large. The prospect of seeing it increase indefinitely is frustrating . 
Faced with these increases a student has few options, none very 
appealing. 
The first option would be to attempt to work more. Anyone who 
has tried realizes that one quickly reaches a point where something 
must suffer. IT one works enough to 'afford school then school work 
will eventually suffer. 
The second option would entail becoming a part-time student. 
Financially this option is counterproductive. Part-time students 
must pay more for a degree because of disproportionate fee 
structures. Also, part-time students must often wait longer before 
they can use their degree as a step into 'their chosen field of work. 
A third option wo~ld necessitate taking out loans. Many ~dents ' 
take tbis option and find after graduation that they are starting their 
carreers in debt . . IT one finds a well paying job immediately upon 
graduation, the debt may not ':Ie a problem, but jobs are not always 
easily found. 
The only other option available to ' most students would be to put 
off school until such time as it is affordable. 
None of these options are appealing and in the long run increased 
prices will freeze people out of the university 'and both students and 
the school will suffer. 
The administration should re-think its policy and establish a 
maximun cost for students. The finances of the average college-age 
person are not limitless and the university should establish fees with 
that reality in mind. 
letters 
Wants to know why 
holiday 'rescheduled 
Dear Editor: days" were called and indeed 
While paging through last aren ' t being told that now. The 
week's Current. a headline on Board surely wouldn't try to 
page three caught my eye. The' pass this off to students with 
headline read "Holiday resche- such a flimsy excuse as re-
duled." The paragraphs be- scheduling a holiday on a day 
neath explained that the pre- we already have off? 
viously scheduled holiday on Another point was brought to 
February 20, Washington's my attention by an equally irate 
Birthday, had been rescheduled student about the matter. Seeing 
for March 24,...the Friday of that Rolla and Columbia don't 
Spring Break. This was a result have spring break until a week 
of a ruling by the Board of after UMSL, they don' t lose a 
Curators. holiday. Of course, I'm not 
After rereading the article trying to imply that the Board of 
several times, a question re- Curators purposely did this to 
mained unanswered. What hap- rob UMSL from a holiday and 
pened to the Washington Birth- not other University of Missouri 
day holiday? schools. To do so would be a 
I'm not sure what the Board is totally unfounded assumption. 
trying to put over on UMSL I would like to think instead, 
students, but they surely realize that it w;:.s an ovelsight on part 
the majority 'of people who read of the Board and that as soon as 
the "Current" are literate col- this slight error is brought to 
lege students who, after hearing their attention they will remedy 
of this change, can put two and the situation immediately. I'm 
two together to come up with sure they don't expect us to 
the conclusion that the students believe that we are retaining the 
of UMSL are getting screwed holiday. 
out of a holiday. I would like to IT, on the other hand, this 
know why. decision was not an oversight, 1 
The though crossed my mind hope that the Board will recon-
that the reason for the change sider this decision and give the 
might be to 'make up for one of students o( UMSL, as well as all 
the two snow days that 'the university ' employees, a well-
university was. closed for earlier deserved holiday. 
in the semester, but that It would also help stop the 
thought quickly left my mind. rumor that heavy snow is pre-
After all, we weren't informed of dieted for February 20. 
this information when the "snow Don Gatheman 
Letters may be submitted either to the information Desk In the 
University Center or to the Current office, room 8 Blue Metal 
BuDding. 
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Who's the greatest college 
athlete in America today? 
Reconstruction and race 
relations conference here 
Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity 
is going to find out with a 
Collegiate Superstar Champion' 
ship! We're staging athletic 
events on campuses around the 
country, and we're looking for . 
entrants. 
The Championships are 
open to any undergraduate. To 
qual ify, the entrant's organiza· 
tion (fraternity, sorority, 
association) must raise a 
minimum of 5150 for the benefit 
of Big Brothers of -America (the national philanthropy 
dedicated to helping boys from father·absent homes by 
providing the companionship of a mature Big Brother). 
For more information about times, places, events 
and rules, contact Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity today. 
There's a lot of fun in it for you, and maybe the headstart a 
boy needs to be tomorrow's Collegiate Superstar. 
Call Jerry Utterback (781·0519) or Mike Sevier (831·4074) 
URi 
Big Brothers of America 
Enter today, the children are waiting. 
UMSL will host a conference 
February 15 - 17 to relate new 
historical interpretations of the 
First Reconstruction (1865-76) to 
today's public policy on race 
relations. 
"The First and Second Recon-
structions: The Historical Set-
ting and Contemporary Black-
White Relations , 1860-1978" is 
the first of a two-part series 
devoted to analyzing post-Civil 
War public policies and relating 
themes from that era to issues of 
the Second Reconstruction (1955 
- present) , such as education, 
housing and employment. 
The reconstruction conference 
will be followed February 23 and 
25 by a one-day workshop, 
"Race Relations: Historical 
Roots and Present Realities." 
The workshop is intended to 
promote detailed public discus-
sion of race relations. 
Three members of UMSL's 
history faculty, Louis Gertels, 
George Rawick and James 
Roark, will present papers at the 
conference. 
A number of nationally-known 
historians will also participate in 
the three-day reconstruction con-
ference, including C. Vann 
Woodward of Yale University, 
the acknowledged dean of his-
torians of the South; Herbert G. 
Gutman of the City University of 
New York, author of the recently 
published book "The Black Fam-
ily in Slavery and Freedom;" 
and Nathan 1. Huggins of Co-
lumbia University, author of the 
critically acclaimed book " Black 
Odyssey." 
"We have succeeded in bring-
ing most of the nation 's finest 
scholars in the reconstruction 
field to UMSL to discuss their 
work and its implications for 
changing values and social poli-
cies in the area of race rela-
tions," said Gerteis, who along 
The TI-S7. The super slide-rule that'll 
get you into programming ... fast and easy. 
Even if you've never programmed before. 
For the student who re-
quires slide-rule functions, the 
TI-57 delivers an exceptional 
combination of advanced 
mathematical and statistical 
"-
capabilities. From functions 
such as trig, logs, powers, roots 
and reciprocals ... to mean, var-
iance, standard deviation and 
much more. 
And as long as you're in 
the market for a super slide-
rule calculator, why not buy 
one that can also put the power, 
speed and convenience of pro-
gramming at. your disposal? 
Programming a calculator 
simply means giving it a logical 
set of instructions for accom-
plishing what you want it to 
do. Programming enables you 
to solve lengthy and repetitive 
problems 
quickly 
by sub-
stituting 
new vari-
ables into 
the set of 
instructions 
which you 
have al-
. ready entered into the machine. 
-The end result is more effi-
cient use of your time in prob-
lem-solving. 
All this and more is ex-
plained in our unique, illus-
trated, easy-to-follow guide-
book, "Making Tracks Into 
Programming." This 200-page 
book comes with the TI-57. It 
contains simple, step-by-step 
instructions and examples to 
help you quickly learn to use 
programming functions to 
make your problem-solving 
faster, more accurate and fun. 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS ~o 
. .. INNOVATORS IN UI 
PERSONAL ELECTRONICS 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
© 1978 Texas Instrumer.ts Incorporated INCORPORATED 
with Rawick and Roark is direct-
ing the conference. 
The conference will meet from 
9 a.m. to 4 p.m., Feb. 15-17, in 
the J. C. Penney Building. In 
addition, an ev~ning session has 
been scheduled from 8 to 10 
p.m., Feb. 15, at the Urban 
League Community Services 
Center, 1408 N. Kingshighway. 
The evening session is free and 
open to the public 
Cost for the conference is 
$4.50. For further information or 
to register call Joe Williams of 
Continuing Education-Extension 
at (453)-5961. 
Dean'---
from page 2 
Minority Student Service Coali-
tion also interviewed and helped 
select the eight applicants. 
" Both students and faculty were 
involved in selecting applicants 
for the position," said Dunlap. 
The final decision is now up to 
Kimbo, and there is no set 
deadline for him to reach a 
decision. 
The Sept. 22 issue of the 
"Current" stated Kimbo felt the 
position for assistant dean would 
be filled by January: 1978. 
Considering the situation as it 
is now, however, Dunlap com-
mented, "I have a feeling that 
regardless of whoever is offered 
the job, he probably would not 
be able to come until after this 
semester. ' , 
LeVI's 
Jeans 
for ' 
good 
sports 
The pants for action. 
We've got over 4 tons 
of 'em per store. Levi 's® 
for every size, shape, 
taste and sex. 
Score big at the Gap. 
Jamestown Mall 
Crestwood Plaza 
Riveroads Mall 
Northwest Plaza 
Chesterfield Mall . 
West County Center 
St. Claire Square 
The UMSL Current 
needs advertising 
sales persons to aid ' 
in the solicttation ' 
of ads for the paper. 
If you think you have 
some sales skills and 
could do the job, 
give us a call. Ask 
for Curt Watts at 
453-5171· 
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UMSL attempts to meet 
government regulations 
Carol Specking 
The Rehabilitation Act of 
1973 states "no otherwise quali-
fied handicapped individual in 
the United States . .. shall solely 
by reason of his handicap, be 
excluded from the participation 
in, be denied the benefits of, or 
be subjected to discrimination 
under any program or activity 
receiving federal financial assist-
ance." 
Clarified, this key passage of 
the act means eventually any 
institution which relies on any 
type of funding from Washing-
ton must be made totally access-
ible to handicapped people. 
Although this law was passed 
five years ago, it was not until 
June 3, 1977 that it actually 
went into effect. At that time 
the Department of Health, Edu-
cation and Welfare , one of 
seventeen agencies required to 
make regulations for the act, 
issued their regulations spelling 
out what institutions are re-
quired to do by 1980. With the 
deadline approaching, UMSL, a 
federally-funded institution, is 
now attempting to meet these 
regulations·. . 
UMSL's Affirmative Action , 
headed by Lois VanderWaerdt, 
is in charge of completing this 
task for UMSL. Although UMSL 
still has some problems, Vander-
Waerdt feels that UMSL seems 
to be in good shape meeting 
regulations. 
curbs have been cut, ramps 
built, handicapped restrooms 
built in many buildings, a spe-
cial Braille plate affixed in the 
Tower elevator, and an elevator 
now being constructed in Maril-
lac . • 
VanderWaerdt said another 
indication that UMSL is in good 
condition to meet regulations is 
the results of a survey among 
UMSL handicapped students and 
employees that Affirmative 
Action took over the summer. 
The survey showed the major 
problems with the physical facili-
ties at UMSL are elevators and 
parking. 
However, Larry Baker, assis-
tant professor of Management 
and Organizational Behavior at 
UMSL, feels the university has 
done little or nothing to meet 
regulations. Baker who has 
worked extensively with the Re-
habilitation Act and many other 
handicapped programs doesn't 
think "the university ·is going to 
take much action" to comply 
with regulations. 
Baker believes most modifi-
cations around campus now were 
badly planned. He pointed out 
that there is a curb cut on the 
walkway from the J.C. Penny 
Building, however there is no 
curb cut on the other side 
leading to Woods Hall. 
''There is a definite lack of 
coordination to meet these non-
discrimination requirements ," 
Baker commented. "The Archi-
tectural and Transportation Bar-
riers Act of 1 ~ r~~ed any 
buildings built with federal 
funds after 1968 to be totally 
accessible for the handicapped. 
Since then there have been 
many buildings built here which 
do not meet the requirement. 
Clark Hall which was built after 
1968 is totally inaccessible to the 
handicapped. 
Whatever modifications UMSL 
has already made, there are still 
many things needed to meet 
HEW regulations. One of the 
main things is a comprehensive 
survey of the campus to deter-
mine definitely what needs to be 
modified. 
This survey, however, and any 
other act of compliance are 
being delayed for financial rea· 
sons. With no special funds 
from Washington to meet the 
requirements and with only a 
certain amount of money appro· 
priated to run Affirmative Action 
alone, cost is keeping the project 
at a standstill. 
VanderWaerdt said Affirm-
ative Action requested $3,000 
initially to come into compliance. 
This money was then struck 
from the budget. In the 1979-80 
general operating budget UMSL 
requested $225,000 to meet 
handicapped regulations. This 
request was also denied by the 
Coordinating Board for H~gher 
[See "Regulations" page 7] 
HELP FOR THE HANDICAPPED: Workers are now constructing an 
elevator In MarilIac In order to meet government handicap 
regulations [photo by Terry VogelJ. 
PHONE 868-8777 
CAMERAS 
Since December , Vander-
Waerdt has had Pam Sanfilippo, 
administrative assistant of Af-
firmative Action, working on a 
preliminary surveyor "self-eval-
uation" of UMSL programs and 
buildings to see where the 
university is not in compliance. 
According to Sanfilippo, admis-
sions, academic programs and 
financial aid have already met 
federal regulations. 
Sherlock Home Rentals 10027 BeHefontaine Rd. at Chambers ' 
Besides these programs Van-
derWaerdt and Perry, both 
pointed out many building regu-
lations have also been met; 
SO% 011 
14k Gold 
Chains & 
Braclets 
& Rings 
$30 $15 
$400$200 
$316 .$158 
.$300 $150 
$250 $125 
is looking for 1 part.time· 
sales counselor and 2 full· 
time telephone receptionists. 
H interested, call Yvonne 
Mounce after 6 p.m. at 
394·7930. 
Indian Jewelry 
Westroads Mall 
Clayton ~d. & Brentwood 
863-6611 
Now's the time 
to complete your 
Nikon or 
Nikkormat outfit 
CASH 
REBATES 
ONNIKKOR 
LENSES 
$15·to $75 rebates. depending on lens, 
direct from Nikon. Choose among 20 
magnificent Nikkors-wide angles. 
telephotos. even Nikkor Zooms! 
Nikkor lenses by Nikon featuring 
Nikon's exclusive Integrated Coating 
I are world famous for incomparable I sharpness and color fidelity. They are 
I made to bring out the best in your 
Nikon or Nikkormat camera, every 
time, Offer ends April 30. 1978. 
Come in today for complete details 
and best selections! 
HEREISA 
TYPICALVALUE ... 
105 mm f2.5 
AI NikkQr 
Our Price $244 95 
Rebate $1500 
Your 
low Cost $229 95 
• Handsome, light weight,compact and easy to use 
• Compact Power Winder A for actlon shooting 
• Speed lite 155A for perfect flash exposures 
• Accepts many Canon interchangeable lenses 
and accessories $23700 
• Unbeatable performance at an unbeatable 
price wi 1.8 iens 
• Canon quality in an economical price range 
.• Center-weighted through-the-Iens metering 
• Hot shoe for cordless flash photography 
• Accepts nearly 40 Canon FD and FL series lenses 
• Exclusive breech-lock le ns mount 
$18900 
1.8 'lens 
& case 
NOW! 35mm is easy! 
Konica 
C3St!l 
• Automatic shutter control to 1/650 second. 
• Brilliant 4-element Konica Hexanon f/2.8Iens. 
• Extremely compact and lightweight. 
• Fast zone focusing thru the viewfinder. 
• Cordless flash shoe. • Rapid advance lever. 
.SALE PRICE $7495 
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Education-Extension Service 
. offers programs to community 
? Q 
HAVING A PART'!. I / 
MAKE FIESfA IT~/ WITH i \ \ 
JUAREZ 
TEDUllA 
When you're giving a party ... 
Why not be the smarty ... 
& plan a FIESTA WITH PUNCH! 
Then your friends won't be tardy. 
And they'll drink hale and hearty 
'Cause JU AREZ is the 
"BESTA THE BUNCH"! 
Diane Goodman 
This article is part one In a 
series of four articles dealing 
with the Continuing Edncadon-
Extension Service at UMSL. 
Continuing Education- Exten-
sion is an integral part of the 
philosophy and mission of 
UMSL. 
As a land grant institution, 
UMSL has three basic functions 
- resident instruction, exten-
sion and research. 
The three functions of the 
university are hence a concern of 
each school, college, depart-
ment, and in turn, a concern of 
every faculty member," stated 
Wendell Smith, dean of UMSL 
Continuing Education-Extension. 
Extension consists of three 
divisions - School of Business 
Administration, School of Edu-
cation and College of Arts and 
Sciences. 
Smith, along with associate 
deans and directors handles 
non-credit courses, off-campus 
credit courses and grants and 
contracts. 
"Extension coordinates over 
500 workshops, seminars and 
short courses with approximately 
27,000 participants, half whom 
come to UMSL, with the re-
maining half in the community," 
said Smith. 
Non-credit programs are 
developed to meet specific needs 
of the community. Smith 
presented one such program in 
existence designed to comply 
with those needs. 
Off-campus credit is, "smaller 
in scope, yet is vital to the 
program," said Smith. "We 
send faculty members to them 
(clientele) as a c'onvenience 
measure." There were over 
2,000 people served last year in 
this program, with most of the 
available courses conducted at 
the Lindbergh High School loca-
tion. Several of these courses 
eventually evolved into accre-
dited course activities at the 
WE'LL GET YOU TO CLASS 
ON TIME! 
JUST 2 MINUTES FROM UMS.L 
OPEN TIL MIDNIGHT SEVEN DAYS A WEEK 
NORTH 
975 S. florissant Rd. 
521·1111 
SOUTH 
6413 Hampton 
351·1111 
ST. CHARLES 
Kingshighway & Clark 
925·2400 
WEST 
The Market Place In Ladue 
(Open Soon) 
graduate level. 
There are currently over 200 
evening students pursuing 
graduate degrees from UMSL 
through this program. 
Extension received approxi-
mately $300,000 from the 1976-
77 annual fee income, which 
constitutes 41 per cent of their 
total funds. An additional 30 
per cent are extracted from state 
appropriations, with a remaining 
29 per cent coming from grants 
and contracts which involves 
instructional programs, problem 
solving and applied research. 
Presently there are three on-
going grants in business admini-
stration, one of which allocates 
$150,000 for the handicapped to 
provide area employment. 
Instructors have been ex-
tremely cooperative in the exten-
sion of their 'services for the 
clientele requests. Faculty 
members at UMSL participated 
on 434 occasions, with a total of 
4,548 clock hours of instruction 
last year which is evidence of 
their selective consignment to 
present professional knowledge 
to their non-traditional students. 
During the last academic year, 
22 full-time professional staff 
employees and 18 full-time 
support staff employees were 
reported as having extension 
responsibilities. 
The total number of extension 
students reached last year was 
67,814. There was a sub-
stantial increase in the number 
of graduate students enrolled in 
the program, while the number 
of undergraduate~ dropped. 
Participants received inform-
ation about courses through 
sources of the various media 
(and also through the many 
educational publications assem-
bled by the Office of Public 
Information. Over one mill-
ion brochures and flyers 
were distributed by this office 
promoting UMSL's Continuing 
Education offerings. 
"Lifelong learning and con-
tinuing education programs are 
becoming a more vital part of 
the universities across the 
nation," said Smith. 
Regulations-------
Education and Missouri Gover-
nor Joseph P. Teasdale. 
The $225,000 requested was 
an estimate made from a quick 
survey by Perry. His survey 
concluded that UMSL needed 
two elevators, one int he Office 
Center and one in the Education 
Library, for a cost of $131,000; 
modification of existing ele-
vators, $28,000; modification of 
existing restrooms, $18 ,000 ; 
ramps, walks and curbs , 
23,000. 
VanderWaerdt is hoping for 
federal money. Perry is not 
optomistic about receiving 
federal funds and hopes the 
money will come from special 
state appropriations. 
Baker also understands money 
for coming into compliance is 
going to be a problem for the 
university and suggested other 
ways to get funds. One sug-
gestion was that the money 
could be absorbed throu_gh the 
Missouri taxpayer. 
"It's their university and it's 
their representative who passed 
the law in the first place. If the 
representative is doing his job of 
representing the people's wish 
then they must have wanted the 
law passed, " he said. 
Baker also proposed the 
money be appropriated from 
grants of certain foundations . 
The library, for example, re-
ceived funds for the Bureau for 
the Blind. 
"By striking that entire line 
out of the budget, they are 
making it nearly impossible for 
the university to meet regu-
lations. Actually by 90ing this, 
they set the university back a 
year in accomplishments that 
could have been made," Baker 
commented. 
-If regulations are not met by 
institutions for the 1980 dead-
line, they can be " ... effected by 
the suspension or termination of 
or refusal to grant or continue 
federal financial assistance ... " 
Midnight til Morning 
KWMU STUDENT STAFF 
FM91 
11 p .m . Friday - 7 a.m . Saturday 
1 a .m . - 6 a .m . Sunday 
11 p .m. Sunday - 6 a.m. Monday 
Artist of the Week 
LOU REED 
1 a.m. Sunday 
February 19 
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around umsl Feb. 16 - 23 . . 
thursday 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: The UMSL 
Riverwomen will be in competition 
agaist Principia at UMSL at 7:30 p.m. 
TEST: The GED and CLEP tests will 
be offered in room 120 Benton and 200 
Clark Halls at 3 p .m. and rooms 120 and 
201 Benton Hall at 4:30 p.m. 
EXIllBIT: There will be a "One-
Woman Show by Sam lam" in room 107a 
Benton Hall from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. This 
exhibit will continue throughout the 
week. 
CONFERENCE: " New Historical In-
terpretations of the First Reconstruction 
(1865-1976) and Today 's Public Policy on 
Race Relations" starts at 10 a.m. Regist-
ration will begin at 9 a.m. in the J.C. 
Penney Lobby. 
friday 
FLICK: "The Pink Panther Strikes 
Again" will begin at 8 p.m. in room 101 
Stadler Hall. Admission is $1 with UMSL 
ID . 
CONFERENCE: Continuation of "New 
Historical Interpretations." It will begin 
at 9 p.m. - 12 noon, then reassemble at 
1:30 p.m. 
KWMU STUDENT STAFF: Midnight 
til Morqing FM 91 - 11 p.m.-7 a.m. 
Fusion 91 new jazz programming. FEa-
tured Artist this week is Alphonso 
Johnson. 
satu~day 
KWMU STUDENT STAFF: Midnight 
til Morning FM 91 early Sunday morn-
ings the best sounds going 1 a.m.-6 a.m. 
Artist of week Lou Reed. 
FLICK: "The Pink Panther Strikes 
Again" will begin at 8 p .m. in room 101 
Stadler. Hall. Admission is $1 with UMSL 
ID. 
SWIMMING: The SLACAA Champion-
ships will start at 12 noon at UMSL. 
TEST: The MCPT test will be offered 
in rooms 120, 201 and 211 Benton Hall at 
8 a.m. 
BASKETBALL: UMSL vs. UMKC in 
Kansas City at 7:30 p.m. 
sunday 
KWMU STUDENT STAFF: Midnight 
til Morning FM 91 midnight til 6 a.m. 
One hour of blues, Album of the Week 
and more. 
monday 
FLICK: "That Hamilton Woman" will 
begin at 8:15 p.m. in the J .C. Penney 
Auditorium. Admission is free. 
ARTIE ) A~TI£! I'vE I=I1IIAlL.Y GOT 
THE. WEIC-I-ITLESS FORMULA "\If: 
Now wE. DON'T HAVE TO 
~TAWO ON ooR FEET All DAV. 
{?,EEW OW!! 
( I 
') / I By 
VICKI G. FoRTNER 
classifieds 
tuesday 
FLICK: " Henry V" will begin at 8:15 
p.m. in the J .e. Penney Auditorium. 
Admission is free. 
wednesday 
BASKETBALL: UMSL vs. SIU Ed-
wardsville at UMSL, 7:30 p.m. 
thursday 
MEETING: The Board of Curators will 
meet today and tomorrow at the J.C. 
Penney Auditorium . 
. -.. --~ .. ...... ---.-~R 
\;J HAT'S THAT W, z.? I 
, I 
c 
)1- 11 _~3 -
.() 
MEN-WOMEN JOBS ON 
SHIPS : American. Foreign. No 
experience required. Excellent 
pay. Worldwide travel. Summer 
job or career. Send $3 for 
information. SEAFAX Dept. F-
15 Box 2049 , Port Angeles, 
Washington 98362. 
HELP WANTED: Student to 
work in U. Center Food Services 
9 :30-1:30 , Mon. , Tues . and 
Thursday. Student to work for 
U. Center Typing Service, 50 
wpm minimum. For either job, 
contact Charlotte McClure, 267 
U. Center, (453)-5291. 
ADV ANCEMENT OPPOR -
TUNITIES for your ears and 
mind. KWMU STUDENT 
STAFF, FM 91 , midnights till - . 
morning every weekend. 
TYPING: Will do typing in 
my home. Call Mary at 869-
.3999. 
SELF EMPLOYMENT OP-
PORTUNITY: full or part time 
for students and others . Call 
381-8083. 
JAZZ GUITAR COURSE: 
Book, cassette; hot method; im-
prove! $25 Coconut Grove 
Music, Box 337, Gunnison , 
Colorado. 
Help your Renault dealer sell 
his cars! Tell your friends about 
the great deals he has and for 
each sale resulting from your 
contact, he'll pay you extra cash. 
Call Steve So star at 821-4212 to 
get started! . 
Amateur photographer needs 
amateur pinup type models. No 
nudes. Legitimate - no hanky 
panky. $10 hr. Reply with photo 
to P.O. Box 11873, St. Louis 
63105. 
Sign up now for the UMSL 
Spades Tournament. Sponsored 
by UMSL Table-Garners & Stu-
dent Activities. Feb. 21-23 in 
the Snack Bar, 2-4 p.m. Sign up 
in Room 262 U. Center by 5 
p.m. Feb. 17. Prizes awarded. 
FOR SALE: Chevrolet Vega 
' 73 automatic air, AM, 50,xxx 
miles. $800 Call Dave 867-5260 
days and 355-1547 evenings. 
Roommate wanted to share 
fully carpeted, air conditioned, 
2-bedroom apartment. 2 minute 
walk to UMSL. $70 plus half 
utilities. Call Shelly at (453)-5340 
days and 521-0993 evenings. 
Need Confidential Infor-
mation? Referral Assistance? 
Call the SEX HELPLINE 361-
7590 Monday-Thursday, 6 p.m.-
8 p.m. 
Spend your Spring Break in 
Daytona Beach! March 18-25. 
Third Annual Trip sponsored by 
Pi Kappa Alpha . Total Cost 
$169. For more information 
contact Ken Benz (725-9066) 0; 
Paul Free (837-5298). 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY: 
For Sale; Portion of s.uccessful 
8-yr-oid publishing company est-
ablished by UMSL alumnus in 
Mid-Mo. city to motivated young 
person. Selected individual will 
be trained in all business areas 
(advertising sales-production). 
Send resume and financial sum-
mary to: Mr. Bain, P. O. Box 
1273, Maryland Heights, Mo. 
63043. 
WANTED: Student needs 
copies of the April 8, 1976 issue 
of the Current. Please deliver to 
the editor of the Current at 
Room 8 of the Blue Metal 
Building. 
Need publicity? Contact 
Cheryl Morgan, calendar editor 
for the UMSL Cureent, one week 
in advance at the following 
number: (453)-5174, or drop the 
ad by the information desk. 
Friday, February 17 - David 
Frye, impressionist, will appear 
at Washington University at 8:00 
p.m. in Graham Chapel. Tickets 
$3.50 at door. 
A Women Writer Group, for 
all women who want support and 
feedback on their writing. This 
will be open to the community, 
students, staff and faculty-
whether you're writing poems, 
research papers, or the Great 
American Novel. Time to be 
arranged. Contact the Women's 
Center, 107a Benton Hall. 
(453)-5380. 
A meeting of the Mature 
Students Support Group on 
Wednesday, February 22, 1978 
at 11 :45 a.m. in the Women's 
Center, located in 107a Benton 
Hall. This for women who want 
to meet each other, share infor-
mation and resources, and learn 
more about how to cope at 
UMSL. 
has moved! Shampoo, 
haircut & dry .. ~ 
women! $7.00 
7711 CLAYTON ROAD. 727.8143 
fine arts 
Orchestra, wind ensemble 
together in concert 
Daniel C. F1analdn 
The UMSL music department 
presented the University Cham-
ber Orchestra and the University 
Wind Ensemble in concert in the 
Marillac Auditorium, February 
7. 
The program opened with the 
Chamber Orchestra's rendition 
of Arcangelo Corelli' s Concerto 
VITI, Opus 6. Although the 
orchestra played fairly well, 
their performance was not too 
polished. The main problem 
seemed to be one of balance. 
Your 
local 
• 
In the second movement, 
there were some for very nice 
moving lines for the cellist. 
These were, more often than 
not, coveret;i by the ten-piece 
violin section. The sixth, and 
last, movement, was very well 
played. It was intensely climac-
tic, which is very typical of the 
Baroque Period. 
The second selection the 
orchestra performed was Boc-
cherini's "Symphonie in B, 
Opus 22, No. 1." This piece 
was performed with the very 
same string sections and the 
f,.U B' __ L 
service Wlh 
. ~. ~I :imlIUbE~. 
CHECKING ACCOUNTS 
Regular - personal. business. 
organizqtions 
Economy - personal 
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS 
CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT 
MASTER CHARGE 
AUTOMATIC CREDIT 
LOANS - Personal - Auto 
LOANS - Business 
FINANCING - Autos . Boats. 
Trailers. Home Improvement 
BANK-BY-MAIL - Postage Paid 
CHRISTMAS CLUB 
TRAVELERS CHEOUES 
COLLECTIONS - Foreign/ Domestic 
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES 
7151" Natural Bridge 
St. Louis, Missouri 63121 
383-5~55 
• ... E .... E.R "E,OERAL OI[~OS IT INSUflANCE. COftf'O"ATIOH 
sophomores 
addition of two flutes and two 
french horns. The entire piece 
was well-played, with the com-
bination of strings and horns 
creating some especially nice 
colors in the second movement. 
Paul Tarebek, conductor of the 
group, said he was pleased with . 
the orchestra's performance. 
Tarabek, who is not an ex-
tremely dynamic conductor, 
communicated very well with his 
musicians, and their response to 
this helped to make their per-
formance what it was. • 
The second half of the pro-
gram was played by the Univer-
sity Wind Ensemble, under the 
direction of Warren Bellis. 
They opened with Patrick Gil-
more's "The Norwich Cadets." 
This piece was performed with 
enthusiasm and excitement, 
even though it was not a typical 
street march. Also included on 
the program was Sol Berkowitz' 
"Suite of Miniatures," which 
was the most exciting piece of 
the night. 
Although there are several 
interesting solos interspersed 
throughout the seven move· 
ments, the band was at its 'best 
in the full sections. The balance 
betw.een the brass and the 
woodwinds was extremely good, 
perhaps due to the excellent 
acoustics of the hall. 
. The Wind Ensemble closed its 
program with "President Gar· 
field's Inaugural March," by 
John Philip Sousa. Though not 
a typical Sousa march, the band 
performed the piece with the 
flair and dignity that is due "the' 
king of marches." 
I LIFE 
'IYlIILIFE 
I 
CILLEIE. 
You're working for a college 
degree to get started in life. You 
can reinforce that degree and get 
a better start through the Army 
ROTC two-year program. 
Army ROTC offers you manage-
ment training. Leadership 
experience. And a commission as 
an Army officer. Extra credentials 
that will set you apart in the job 
market. 
Army ROTC also offers you new 
opportunities in life after college 
- part-time leadership in Reserve 
while employed in the civilian 
community or full-time active 
duty starting at $11 ,000 per year. 
For details, contact: 
Arrrrj ROTC In St_ louis: 
Aat:Jtemy Bulking 
Washington UnIversIty 
St. louis, Mo. 63130 
[314] 889-5537 
TIE lIlY .Ie TIl-lUI ,-.. 
FllTIE_UR. 
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IN REHERSAL: The theatre In Benton Hall Is populated with 
students rehenlng for the upcoming production of "The RImers of 
Eldritch." Lanford WOMn's play will be presented on March 3·5 at 
8 p.m. each evening. The production Is being clIrected by UMSL 
Director of Theatre Dennis Bettlsworth. TIckets for the show are . 
available at the door or In advance at the information Desk In the 
University Center. [photo by Jeane Vogel.FranzI.] 
Available at: 
UMSL BOOKSTORE 
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HOCKNEY'S PICASSO: This is a detaU from David Hackney's print, 
included in works to be displayed at Gallery 210. 
Hockney print show. 
opens in Gallery 210 
"David Hockney: The Blue 
Guitar Suite and Other Works" 
will open in Gallery 210 starting 
Feb. 20. through March 16 from 
9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday 
through Thursday and from 9 
a.m. to 5 p.m. on Friday. 
Hockney's Blue Guitar Suite is 
a portfolio of 20 etchings. The 
work was inspired by a poem by 
the American poet Wallace 
Stevens, who was inspired by 
the art of Pablo Picasso. 
Several of Hockney's prints 
were created through a method 
known as "sugar lift," a tech-
nique that permits the artist to 
draw more directly onto the 
printing plate with color. This 
method was paJised along to 
Hockney by Aldo -Crommelynck, 
a print maker who worked for 
Picasso for more than 20 years. 
The entire show, which is 
presented in cooperation with 
the Nancy Singer Gallery, also 
includes several lithographs and 
portraits of well-known people in 
the art world. Ten pieces are 
from The Nancy Singer Gallery 
and one piece is on loan from 
the St. Louis Art Museum. 
All Gallery 210 exhibits, lo-
cated in room 210 Lucas Hall, 
are free and open to the public. 
KNOCK 'EM DEAD 
, 
... with your writing and reporting 
skills. The Current needs writers 
for all sections (news, features, 
arts, sports) as well as artists 
and photographers. 
Call 453-5174 
St. Louis 
postcards 
on exhibit 
An exhibit of postcards dating 
from the turn of the century to 
the present is now on display in 
the Center for Metropolitan Stu-
dies through February 28. 
"Views of St. Louis and 
Environs" also includes an ex-
planation of printing and photo-
graphic processes for postcards. 
The exhibit was organized by 
Irene Cortinovis, director of the 
UMSL Library Archives and 
Manuscripts Division. 
The viewing is open to the 
public in the Center, located in 
room 362 SSB , from 8 a.m. to 5 
p.m. 
Symphony 
seeks extra 
• • mUSICians 
Carl Schiebler , Personnel 
Manager of the Saint Louis 
Symphony Orchestra, has an-
nounced that auditions will be 
held to select extra players, to 
perform with the orch~stra as 
needed. These auditions will J 
held on February 28, at Po' 
Symphony Hall. 
Candidates will be eligible to 
audition after they have filed an 
application with the Office of the 
Orchestra 's Personnel Manager. 
Applications and a list of the 
required repertoire can be ob-
tained by writing to the Office of 
the Personnel Manager, Saint 
Louis Symphony Orchestra, 718 
North Grand, or by phoning 
533-2500. 
Applications must be filed by 
February 25. 
Conservatory 
offers master 
vocal class 
A vocal master ·class, con-
ducted by mezzo-soprano Carol 
Kirkpatrick and tenor Rico Ser· 
bo, will be presented February 
22, 5:30 to 7 p.m. at the Saint 
Louis Conservatory of Music, 
. 560 Trinity Avenue. 
This class is a new addition to 
the series of master classes 
presented by the conservatory 
through the spring semester. 
Miss Kirkpatrick made her 
debut with the San Francisco 
Opera Company in the title role 
of Rossini's "La Cenerentola." 
Susequently, she has appeared 
with the Western Opera Theater 
and has performed in oratoria, 
symphonic and recital appear-
ances in the United States. Her 
European debut was at the 
Theater der Stadt Koblenz, West 
Germany. 
Master classes. are open to the 
public. 
r---------------------------------" 
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10% DISCOUNT 
Prt'-Columbldn SlOne Rubbmg 
on all purchases over $5.00 
with presentation of th is ad. 
OFFER GOOD 'TILL MARCH 31 . 1978 
: RUBBINGS & REPLICAS 
I 545 Westport Plaza • 576-5939 I, ---------------------------------~ 
WANTED 
TEACHERS 
and Specialists in Music, Art, Drama 
for 
REFORM RELIGIOUS SCHOOLS 
The Commission on Reform Jewish Educa-
tion is establishing a central file of applicants 
to a~sist 1he Reform Congregations in finding 
qualified teachers and specialists. 
Call RABBI SYLVIN L. WOLF at Central 
Agency for Jewish Educotion for appli-
cation and more informafion. 
Unbelievable Savings 
CALCULATORS & STEREOS 
Calculators 
HEWLETTl pACKARD Texas Instruments 
WAS SALE 
Tt-59 .... . . . .... S300 S224.95 WAS SALE 
HP-l0 ...... . ... S175 Sl53.115 
HP-l9C ........ $3045 S2IIII.95 
Tt-5a . ...... .... S125 S1I3.115 v-,--Iil 
TI-57 ........ . .. sao S511.1111 
PC-l00A ....... S200 S149.115 HP-21 . .... .... .. sao sell.1I5 
MBA-FtNANCE .. seo $511.l1li HP-25 ....... . .. S125 SlO11.95 
SA-51-11 .... .... . sao $45.115 HP-25C .. .•.... SlIIO S140.115 
SA .. O .... .... ... S30 S21 .115 HP-29C ........ S195 S171 .115 
BA-BUSINESS ... S30 S23.95 HP-55 .......... $395 S1211.115 
HP-87 . ... . ..... $450 $374.115 
MODULE LtB. FDA \;I,;;iiiiiiIii-.... HP-92 ... . .. . ... se25 $519.95 
Tt·5040 ....... .. Sl30 S94.95 
511 & 59 .... . . . ... .. . . 5211.115 HP-97 .......... S750 se24.115 
1. Above prlCN Include AlC Adaptor-Charger & carrying Ca ••. $12.g5 
extra for 110/220V Adaptor. 
2. All above calcu/ato,. have full one year f8ctory warranty. 
3. Encloae payment I" full with order, or remit $20 with order, balance 
C.O.D. 
4. Shipping chargee: Add $3.00 for calculators and 4" 0' price for 
rec.lve,. and 5" for apeake,.. 
o 5. FAST DELIVERY GUARANTEED only with M. O. or certified check •. Per-
.onal check. will delay the order until It c/aa,. bank • . 
Receivers 
REG. SALE 
Harmon Kardon 730 .. . . $420 52l1li 
Harmon Kardon 430 .... S320 S20II 
Harmon Kardon 330C ... $240 S175 
Sony STA-8600 ......... seoo $3n 
Sony STR-5800 . .... . ... S500 $310 
Sony STA..aoo ..... .... $400 $241 
PHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED 
ONLY WITH 
CREDIT CARDS 
814·237·5990 
• 
Speakers 
REG. SALE 
JBL L-l00 .. ....... . $354... $23V 
JBL L-36 ... ... . .... S24O... S171 
JBL L-l86 .. ........ $425... $325 
EPt 120 .... . ....... S14O... SIIII 
EPI l00V ........... Sl00... sell 
EPt 70 . . . .. . . . . . . . .. S75... $51 
SEND 
FOR 
FREE 
CATALOGUE 
STEREO WAREHOUSE 
110 NEW ALLEY, STATE COLLEGE, PA, 16801 
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sports 
Rivermen ~ebound'to win twoinarow 
Sam Smith 
The UMSL Rivermen played 
·two completely different teams 
and two completely different 
styles of basketball with ident-
ical results: UMSL won. The 
Rivermen beat Southwest Mis-
souri State University, 82-77 and 
defeated Western Illinois - Uni-
versity, 96-93. 
Truthfully, the Rivermen play-
ed two different styles of basket-
ball against WIU alone . The 
UMSL cagers came out and built 
up a 16-7 lead early in the first 
half by controlling the ball. But 
the Leathernecks began running 
to get back in the game and, 
surprisingly, the Rivermen ran 
with them. 
"We came very unglued," 
said head coach Chuck Smith, 
"We didn't need to run with 
them." 
The result was that WIU cut 
the UMSL lead to four, 19-15, 
before the Rivermen got them-
selves together and stopped 
running. The two teams traded 
baskets until 53 seconds re-
mained in the first half. 
Mark Henricks and WIU 's 
Randy Jones got into a pushing 
match after a rebound with 
Jones throwing a punch at the 
big center. The incident lead to 
an argument between the 
Leatherneck coaches and the 
referees. Jones, Head Coach 
Jack Margenthaler and Assistant 
Coach Randy Kuhlman each 
received technical fouls. 
As a result , the Rivermen got 
eight free throws (six were from 
the technicals) and made five. 
Carl Walton made four, while 
Henricks made one. J ones was 
Riverwomen fall in tourney 
Vita Epifanio 
In the Eastern Illinois Round 
Robin Tournament, the River 
w·omen were challenged by three 
very aggressive and well-
disciplined teams. They were 
Eastern Illinois , University of 
Wisconsin at Oshkosh and West-
ern Kentucky University . 
Coach Carol Gomes noted, "In 
this tournament, we faced three 
of the best teams in the region. 
They were aggressive, well-
disciplined and well-coached." 
Against EIU, the UMSL team 
lost 72-37 , but played much 
better from a week earlier. Pat 
Conley was the top scorer with 
14 points, followed by Helen 
McCarthy with eight. In re-
bounding, Pat Shelley led with 
11, followed by Karen Hall with 
seven . 
For EIU, led by Junior Cindy 
S-honkwiler and Sophomore Jo 
Hubber, Shonkwiler led with 14 
points. 
In the Oshkosh game, the 
score was 77-30. For UMSL, 
Karen Warner and Ann Randle 
played well exchanging honors 
in t,wo different categories. 
Warner led the scoring with ten 
points followed by Randle with 
eight. Randle led in rebounding 
with eight, Warner had six. 
For Oshkosh, Junior Girty 
Vanlith led the attack with 16 
points . Teammate Candy Roth 
scored an impressive 13 points. 
Gomes commented that 
against Oshkosh, Conley pan-
icked. " She seemed leery to 
go inside because of their big 
girls. She just wouldn't drive 
like she did against Eastern 
Illinois," said Gomes. 
The Riverwomen's final oppo-
nent of the tournament was 
Western Kentucky. The strong 
Kentucky team slapped UMSL 
with a 91-42 loss , making them 
0-3 in the tournament. 
In this game, UMSL tried a 
new defense. Gomes said, "We 
tried a 1-2-2 defense. The girls 
seemed to like it; it was a 
challenge for them. At times, it 
worked very effectively ." 
Against Kentucky, Conley re-
bounded from a poor perform-
ance against Oshkosh by scoring 
18 points. Randle continued her 
good play with seven points. 
"The girls set up plays much 
better, " remarked Gomes. 
"They worked on positioning, 
drove inside, and shot outside 
more effectively." 
Ro,ida Spring S,eak T'ip~ .~ 
R. Lauderdale - $159.00 
ejected from the game. 
"I've never seen anything like 
that," said Smith of the eight 
free throws. "I didn't even 
know Jones was kicked out of 
the game until we were in the 
locker room at halftime." 
Thanks to the free throws, 
the Rivermen built up a 48-38 
halftime lead. They extended 
the lead to 19 midway through 
the second half, but UMSL's big 
men got into foul trouble. The 
Rivemen had to go with a four 
guard offense, losing their big 
lead . They won by three points. 
Smith explained the poor 
stretch drive, " We had guys out 
of position. But, Carl (Walton) 
kept us in the game. He had a 
super game." 
The game with SWMS was 
much different. Instead of the 
physical grudge match, the 
Bears played a finesse game, 
controlling the tempo early. 
" That was a game. that our 
guys really wanted," said Smith. 
"They played like it too." 
The SWMS game, unlike the 
WIU game, was close most of 
the way. Both teams played for 
control of the tempo, and with 
play much less violent and 
slower, the Rivermen had to 
run. 
" We played a real good 
game," said Smith, "We han-
dled them on the boards , the 
press worked, and we sped up 
the game." 
With the two wins, the River-
men climbed over the .500 mark 
improving their record to 11-10. 
Stay at the fabulous Lauderdale Biltmore Hotel-directly on the beach, 
only footsteps from Big Daddy's, Faces , Ocean Mist. Convenient to 
dog racing, all the bars and discos. Great night life! 
Daytona Beach - $149.00 7 days , 6 nights 
Jai-Alai, 
Both t ~ ips indude r ou nd-tr ip Greyhound bus service and free beer bust on bus . 
For information and reservations cart F-Ioyd at 434-1 232 by Feb. 25 
.................................................. ~ 
Feb. - March Intramural Ca-Iendar 
Activities 
Hoc Soc-Open 
Badminton Tournament 
Tennis - Men & Women Singles 
Tennis - Open Doubles 
Softball-league 
Racquetball Tourn. (Coed) 
BASKETBALL SCORES 
Deadline 
February 28 
February 7 
March 17 
March 17 
March 17 
March 17 
Starting Date 
March 6 
February 13 
March 27 
March 27 
March 30 
March 27 
days 
MW 
MWF 
to be arr. 
to be arr. 
TR 
MF 
EVENING LEAGUE 
WIN 
Times 
6:30-9:30 p.m. 
12:00-2:00 p.m. 
to be arr. 
to be arr. 
2:00 p.m. 
3:1-5-6:15 p.m. 
LOSS 
DAY LEAGUE 
Feb. 7 - Tues 
WIN 
Sigma Pi 
LOSS 
Sigma Tau Gamma - Forfeit 
Grounded Tadlocks 25 
Nonames -28 
42nd Street Bomber.. 53 Slam Dunks 42 
Swish & Slam 58 
Celtics 49 
Feb. 9 - Thurs. 
TKE 37- Pikes ·23 
Maulers -44 42nd Street Bombers 54 
NSB 35· TKE Stump Jumpers -10 
COED HOC SOC 
WIN 
Gunners 
Sigma Tau Gamma 
Flee Hee Hah 
Feb. 6 - Mon. 
LOSS 
Pi Kappa Alpha II 
Black Sheep 
Tau Kappa Epsilon 
SCORE 
4-0 
2-0 
5-0 
77 Street Gunners · 41 Riverrats 38 
SST Pikes I 30 
Slam Dunks 63· 
Pikes I 70-
42nd Street Bombers 46-
Basket K. Aces 35-
A DELICATE BALANCE: Hu-' 
bert Hoosman seems to be 
balancing the ball on his fingers, 
but Is fighting for a rebound 
against Western minois [photo 
by Sam Smith.) 
Women's 
spring 
meeting 
There will be a meeting on 
Feb. 21, at 3:30 p .m., in room 
218 of the Mark Twain (Multi-
Purpose) Building for all full-
time un dergraduate f.emales 
interested in trying out for the 
women's intercollegiate softball 
and tennis teams. 
For further information call 
Judy Berres (softball) or Carol I 
Gomes (tennis) at (453)-5641. 
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Women swimmers 
raise record to 3-0 
Paul Adams 
This past Saturday the wo-
men's swim team defeated the 
University of Chicago, 78-52. 
The win boosted the women's 
record to 3-0 since becoming a 
varsity team at midseason. 
Coach Monte Strub said, "I 
have been very pleased with the 
women's performance, everyone 
on the team has qualified for the 
MAlA W (Missouri Association . 
of Intercollegiate Athletics for 
Women) meet." 
Against Chicago there were 
three triple winners. Alice Anne 
Sander won the 50-yard freestyle 
and the 50 and loo-yard back-
strokes. Julie Mank helped the 
team by capturing the loo-yard 
butterfly, the loo-yard individual 
medley and the loo-yard breast-
stroke. 
Patti Wilson won the 50, 100 
and 2oo-yard freestyles. Carol 
Weschler won the required div-
ing with 136.85 points. 
Some women have qualified 
for the regionals to be held at 
the University of Minnesota at 
Minneapolis. Strub said, "The 
women will not be able to go to 
this meet unless there are some 
funds given to us." 
He continued, "The student 
athletic budget committee was 
kind enough to give us the funds 
to create a women's team and 
send them to the MAlA W. 
There are no funds left in the 
Athletic Department that we 
could receive to go to regionals. 
Our only hope is to hope the 
chancellor gives us a reserve 
fund from somewhere." 
The men's swim team suffer-
ed a double defeat as they lost 
to Chicago, 63-50 and to llIinois 
College, 58-55. The double loss 
lowered the team's record to 
7-6. 
Strub commented, "We 
should have won the meet but 
the starter failed to call back a 
false start and as a result 
Conrad Philipp was left standing 
on the blocks about four seconds 
longer than anyone else. Con-
rad knew that there had been a 
false start and he was waiting 
for it to be called back. 
"Everyone was a little de-
flated after this and it was tough 
for the 2UVS to swim hard. The 
official apologized at the end of 
the meet, but I can't protest the 
meet because it was my official 
at my pool," he said. 
There were a few consolations 
as John Althoff broke the 100-
yard backstroke record and Con-
rad Philipp tied the 2oo-yard 
butterfly record. Althoff broke 
Rob West's record of 1:02 with a 
time of 59.5 seconds. Philipp 
then tied Strub's record of 2:12. 
Strub said, "I have been 
trying to get Conrad to break my 
record all year; I think he can 
break it this week in the 
SLACAA championships." 
Strub said, " None of the men 
have qualified for nationals and 
their best chance will be at the 
SLACAA (St. Louis Area College 
Athletic Association) champion-
ships this coming Saturday." 
The SLACAA meet will be at 
UMSL 's Mark Twain (Multi-
Purpose) Building on Feb. 18 at 
noon. 
The women's next meet is the 
MAlA W at Northeast Missouri 
State University. The meet 
extends over three days and is 
Feb. 23, 24 and 25. 
Booster Club to' hold dance 
The UMSL Soccer Booster 
Club will sponsor their second 
Annual Booster Dance on Feb. 
25, from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m., 
at ABC Hall St. Ann, Missouri. 
Music will be provided by 
"Family Reunion." The prices 
are $5 per person in advance or 
$6 at the door. This price 
includes beer, snacks and set-
ups. ABC Hall is located at 
Wright Avenue and Livingstone 
off St. Charles Rock Road. 
All proceeds from this dance 
will benefit the UMSL Soccer 
Team. For reservations or 
further information, please call 
Bob Deppe, 752-9757, or Rose-
mary Roth , 878-6750. 
'Tear after year., semester 
I after semester., the 
CollegeMaster®from 
Fideli!y Union Life has 
been the most accepted, 
most popular plan on -
campuses all over America. 
Find out why. 
Call the Fidelity Union 
Coll~eMaster~ 
Field Associate 
• myourarea: 
Bruce Weston 
KIn Lavender 
Judy Nu Delinan 
Paul Hedg-peth 
Bill Loeschner 
371·-4444 
Gianino's Restaurant pr.esents 
the end of th·e ·boring Sunday I 
Now Appearing on Sunday Nights 
Walt Jenkins and Lodestar 
(8:00 pm - 12 Midnight) 
in the relaxed and easy setting of Gianino's 
UMSL 
b § 
-----------------------------------------------~~---.. ~ - 1839 Dunn Rd. 
in F'lorissant ~ ~ Florissant Rd. 
--------1--+ Grandview 
Washington Elizabeth Shopping 839-1313 
Center 
Flo Valley * Gianino's 
1/4 mi'le east of Grandview Shopping Center 
Check out our Pasta Special on Sundays 3:00 pm - 8:00 pm 
An the pasta you can eat, salad, & garlic bread $3.95 
Call your friends and join us for a great time. 
See you this Sunday I 
We're making Le Car an 
even better option. By giving 
you these options, free. 
Buy Le Car GTL Deluxe now 
and drive out with 5321 worth 
of options, free. 
rref' l ' u ~tI>'" SporL-.t:on'IQle ~urmally $t4 .()41. Fret' l 'ulIwm {'olor ~eyt"l l 
Wht"f'll 'uvtlr'l. ~ormally $.'"II).UII. 
-
- ----
'" ~~~J.:a :\ L'.QI~--_.....:...w. t1l 
-~ 
rrN' lHlulIe Side Strlptnlf. Sormally $45':16, Fret' ,\ \f:! r~ Stereo Woadl! ) 
With 1Jt>luu> Kear Antenna. Normally $~OI66. 
When it comes to performance. 
economy; comfort and engineering. 
Le Car is the best option. 
Le Car is a totally new kind of small ca l' 
that offers a totally new kind of dl'iving 
experience. 
Le Ca r comes with front-wheel drive, rack 
and pinion steering, four-wheel independent 
suspension and Michelin steel-belted radials 
-all standaro . (Civic, Rabbit, Fiesta and 
Chevette don't offer this combination of 
s tandard features.)The result is an exciting, 
highly responsive cal' that's fun to drive. 
Le Cars ride: 
'8 new standard for small cars:' 
That's how Cal' & Drivel' described LeCal"s 
ride, which is remarkably smooth even on 
the roughest roads. And, Le Cal' has what 
may be the most comfortable ~eats this side 
of a luxury sedan. 
What's more, in proportion to its extel'iol' 
length (which is the shol'test of any small 
car), Le Car offe rs more interior spaee than 
Civic, Rabbit, Fiesta and Chevette. And, it 
has a longer whee l base for added ('om fort. 
To top it all off is the biggest ~unl'Oof (op· 
tional) on any small ca l'. We ca ll it a fun roof. 
Nearly two million people 
have made Le Car their car. 
In EUI'ope, mOI'e people drive Le Cal' than 
Rabbit and Fiesta combin ed. In the U.S" 
Le Cal' has mOI'e than doubled its sales in 
just one year. 
And, in an independent .survey, Le Car 
owner sati sfaction was rated at an amaz-
ingly high fJ5'jf. 
LeCar pl'iees start at only $3495.' And if 
you buy on(' [,dol'e MHlTh ~1, W78, you'll g-et 
the options shown 'above, free. 
Which doesn't leave you with many 
options except to buy Le Car'. 
tP.O.E. EaslCout: PrKeuc=ludes lraftJportahon. dealer preparatIOn and 
taxes. Stripe, Sun roof and Rear wiper/ washer optional at elltr. C1»L 
PrlCHhigher in lhe West. ~n.ult USA, Inc_ el97S. 
McKelvey-KeISler Renault 
304 S. KIrkwood 
Le Car by Renault \, 
McKelvey-K .... ler OJd.mobUe/ ReDauit Sell Renaults in your spare time 
See our ad in the Classified 
section for more information 
9291 W. Florl ...... t 
821-4212 521 -1900 
